Examining the Possible
Outcomes of State
Coercion of NCAA Name,
Image and Likeness Policy
Imagine for a moment that Kentucky and Kansas meet in
the March Madness Championship. After a back-and-forth
game, Kansas is down by one. Their best shooter is fouled
with no time left and is sent to the free throw line. After
making his first free throw, the shooter lines up to take his
second shot. Just then, a Kentucky player stands directly in
front of the Kansas player, arms outstretched as if to block
Kansas’ chance to take the free throw. Imagine, theoretically,
that the Kentucky legislature had passed a law making it
illegal for any athletic association to prohibit Kentucky
student-athletes from interfering with free throws when
a basketball championship game is tied. Further, imagine
the law prohibited the association from punishing the
school, team or athlete for any such violation. Imagine
the outrage from the Kansas players
and
fans, bettors and college sports fans
a t
large. States would all rush to pass
similar or even more restrictive
legislation to give their teams an
advantage.
This is the dilemma college
sports and states face today.
Numerous states have filed
bills or passed laws aimed
at the National Collegiate
Athletic
Association’s
(NCAA) prohibition of studentathlete name, image and likeness
compensation.1 For example, California’s
Fair Pay to Play Act gives student athletes
the right to make money off their name,
image and likeness and prohibits the NCAA
from enforcing contrary rules.2 After this
bill was introduced, “members of the
N.C.A.A. Board of Governors…threatened
California colleges’ eligibility to compete
in championship events and claimed the
bill was unconstitutional.”3 Yet, the bill
was praised publicly, as 60% of adults
agreed with the aims of the legislation.4
Influenced by states’ legislation, the
NCAA announced a working group to
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study name, image and likeness reform. At its conclusion, the
Board of Governors ordered each division to “immediately
begin considering modification and modernization” of
name, image and likeness bylaws.5
In hopes that Louisiana would “get in front of” the NCAA
reform, Senator Patrick Connick, (R)-Marrero, pre-filed
Louisiana Senate Bill 239 on February 27, 2020.6 SB 239
grants name, image and likeness rights to student-athletes
by prohibiting retaliatory action from those with authority
over student-athletes.7
This Article examines the different possible outcomes of
the
conflict between the NCAA and the states,
with a brief focus on Louisiana. If
NCAA reforms do not meet state
standards, the NCAA has a number
of options available to fight state
coercion of their operations.

Examining the Four Likely
Outcomes

Four possible outcomes exist
regarding NCAA’s name,
image and likeness policy.
First, after the NCAA reforms
its policy, states could repeal
their laws prohibiting NCAA policy
enforcement. Second, the NCAA could
seek shelter in the preempting arms of
the United States Congress. Third, the
NCAA could request injunctions against the
laws and file a Dormant Commerce Clause
challenge. Lastly, the NCAA could refuse to
submit to state coercion, notwithstanding
reform, and prevent member schools within
name-image-likeness states from competing
in championship events.
NCAA Could Seek Legislative Cooperation

The easiest possible solution would be that
state laws concerning name, image and
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likeness be repealed. In order for this to happen, each
individual state (at last count, more than two dozen) would
have to reconcile NCAA reforms with standards set in their
laws, approve the reforms and then repeal the legislation.8
Each state, all with legislators with varying degrees of
admiration for the NCAA, would need to essentially give its
blessing for every NCAA reform. This could be a nightmare
scenario for the NCAA, as zealous state representatives
could use this to punish the NCAA for any perceived
historical slight, real or imagined.9
Federal Preemption

Because of the complexity of the state-by-state method, the
NCAA would likely prefer the passage of federal legislation
preempting state laws. Federal preemption would,
in essence, save the NCAA from complex and lengthy
litigation, as well as possibly protect the organization from
overzealous state representatives. However, there is no
guarantee that federal legislators would let the NCAA off
without real reforms. In fact, public comments by many
indicate the opposite.10 Furthermore, the federal status of
these representatives might influence a harder bargain, as
selling a victory against the much-hated NCAA could score
big political points for those seeking the spotlight of the
national stage.
Another benefit of Congressional preemption is it would
give the NCAA exactly what it is seeking—uniform
standards throughout the country.11 However, another
legal maneuver the NCAA could dispatch to obtain similar
results is a challenge based around the Dormant Commerce
Clause.
Dormant Commerce Clause Challenge

Another possible outcome of the name-image-likeness fight
is that the NCAA could file for an injunction and attempt
to consolidate all cases into one Dormant Commerce
Clause challenge. States may not “regulate those phases
of the national commerce which, because of the need of
national uniformity, demand that their regulation, if any,
be prescribed by a single authority.”12 Federal courts have
traditionally given the NCAA wide deference regarding
regulation of the “integrity of its product.”13 In fact, in
National Collegiate Athletic Ass’n v. Board of Regents, the
Supreme Court held that “the integrity of the ‘product’
cannot be preserved except by mutual agreement; if
an institution adopted such restrictions unilaterally, its
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effectiveness as a competitor on the playing field might
soon be destroyed.”14

Legal experts agree that a suit based on the Dormant
Commerce Clause provides the NCAA with its best chance
for success. The basis for this belief lies in NCAA v. Miller.15
In 1991, after more than a decade of fighting between the
NCAA and the University of Nevada-Las Vegas (UNLV),
the NCAA charged the UNLV basketball team with “rules
violations in 29 areas.”16 In response, the Nevada legislature
passed a law mandating Constitutional due process
protections for any Nevada citizen engaged in an athletic
association enforcement proceeding.17 In Miller, the NCAA
sued the State of Nevada under the Dormant Commerce
Clause, asserting that the burden of the law on interstate
commerce clearly exceeded the local benefits to Nevada.18

Though the court did not deny Nevada had a legitimate
“interest in assuring that its citizens and institutions will be
treated fairly,” it held that the statute was a per se violation
of the Commerce Clause because it “puts the NCAA, and
whatever other national collegiate athletic associations
may exist, in jeopardy of being subjected to inconsistent
legislation arising from the injection of Nevada’s regulatory
scheme into the jurisdiction of other states.”19 Further, the
court explained, “If the procedures of the NCAA are ‘to
be regulated at all, national uniformity in the regulation
adopted, such as only Congress can prescribe, is practically
indispensable.’”20

There is no clear distinction between what the Nevada
statute did and what the multiple name, image and likeness
statutes will do when actively enforced. For these reasons,
the NCAA would seek to persuade a court to invalidate all
state laws as per se violations of the Commerce Clause in
any litigation.
NCAA Refusal to Comply

Lastly, the NCAA could either believe its reforms adequate
or refuse to make any meaningful reforms to its name,
image and likeness policy. However, this would put its
existence in jeopardy, as many had already questioned the
need for the organization long before name, image and
likeness rights were discussed.21
Effects on Louisiana

All of the aforementioned possibilities have consequences
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for Louisiana if it passes SB 239. If the NCAA wishes to
pursue litigation with the states on any basis, it could get
costly. The NCAA brings in over a billion dollars a year, so it
would likely consider any litigation over the control of its
policies worth pursuing.19
Further, in the past, the NCAA has withheld championship
hosting privileges from states when the organization
disagreed with state law.20 This action would have a
tremendous impact on Louisiana, in particular New
Orleans, as it enjoys the economic benefits provided by
hosting NCAA championship events.21

Lastly, any conflict between NCAA reforms and Louisiana
law could create a conflict of standards for the NCAA.
Theoretically, the NCAA could use its bylaws to declare
name, image and likeness-receiving athletes and their
schools ineligible. In turn, Louisiana schools could be forced
to leave the NCAA for other organizations, likely made
up of other name, image and likeness states. This could
increase travel budgets for college athletic departments
in Louisiana, as most schools are farther away than those
currently on NCAA-based schedules.
Conclusion

As many as 85% of athletes on full athletic scholarships
live below the federal poverty line.22 Third-party payments
to student-athletes could relieve student-athlete financial
strain and prevent the NCAA, conferences and schools from
having to pay out of pocket. States have now prompted the
NCAA to discuss compensation for student-athletes, but
how the logistics and legalities of such compensation play
out is yet to be seen.
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